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1. Overview. 

2015 saw another successful race season for SXC with a full program of six 

races held throughout Scotland. Each venue had its own unique character and 

in general, all have been met with very positive feedback from our riders. 

SXC benefitted from a second year’s sponsorship from Dales Cycles of 

Glasgow. We have also received grants from Glasgow Life and the Lottery 

funded Awards for All for which we are truly grateful. 

SXC also appreciate the support and advice that we receive from Scottish 

Cycling. 

 

2. Committee. 

SXC is run by a small 

committee without whose 

support, the Series just would 

not exist. All are ex-SXC racers 

so, despite what you might 

think, do actually know how it 

feels to be a competitor – 

novice or Elite. 

Race day might appear to be a 

smooth running, professional 

event but, behind the scenes, there has been a mass of land permissions, race 

registrations, insurance, risk assessments, medical cover, toilets, catering, sign 

on, equipment maintenance, prizes, all the logistics of set up and of course, 

tidying up afterwards, results reporting, levies…..the list is endless. 

So, your committee are: 

Steve Brown, Chair and Treasurer. Liaises with venues and local organisers, 

British Cycling, Scottish Cycling, sponsors, commissaires and looks after the 

books. Steve is supported and kept right by…… 

Morven Brown, PR and Media. Publicises SXC throughout the country and 

beyond with regular real-time tweets and posts. But, more importantly, she’s 

a font of all knowledge on rules, venues, racing calendars, sponsorship and so 

much more. 
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John “Fish” Morton and Jason Hammersley, logistics. All that equipment 

doesn’t just appear by magic. From Friday through to Monday, Fish and 

Jason are either collecting, erecting, packing or returning a vanful of 

gazebos, tables, speakers, banners, flags, tape, poles and so much more 

including cheery faces at sign on. They too are always available with 

helpful advice and opinions. 

Tracy Munro, sign on guru 

and responsible for the now 

legendary Under 12 spot 

prizes.  

As well as the regular 

committee, SXC are 

supported by a band of 

regular helpers. Iain 

McMullen and Chris 

Wilkinson have done a fantastic job of organising the Under 12 Series 

which goes from strength to strength. 

Alison, Heather, Megan and Del are regulars at sign on, Under 12 timing 

and “snip and chip” return. 

Two guys that go above and beyond their contracts with SXC are Mark 

Young on timing (always fast and accurate) and Alastair Ross whose 

pictures really capture the atmosphere. 

Outside SXC, we are as ever grateful for the help and advice that we get 

from the many Commissaires, particularly Andrea, Digby and Kathy. And 

we really appreciate the support from Bob McFarlane and Graeme Mclean 

both of Scottish Cycling but, both who give their time freely to SXC. 

 

3. Equipment and assets 

Thanks to a magnificent effort by Morven and Greame Mclean, SXC were 

successful in securing an Awards for All grant of £8.5k. This money was put 

towards the new gazebos with riders’ pictures, a new gas generator to comply 

with Cathkin Park regulations, 15 new radios to avoid hire charges of £1200, 

the inflatable start/finish arch. 
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The SXC web site is no longer supported and a decision will have to be made 

on how we report results and communicate with our riders. 

4. Venues. 

A full program of races took us to Cathkin Braes, Laggan, Dalbeattie, 

Badaguish, Lochore and Forfar. All of the venues met or exceeded the 

expected standard of course and provided more than adequate facilities for 

parking, catering, toilets etc. SXC really appreciate the amount of work that 

local organisers and bike clubs put in to hosting the SXC Series. 

We continue to have a good working relationship with land owners, Forestry 

Commission and Councils that we rely on for their assistance and permission 

in staging these events. 

SXC also hosted the only Scottish round of the British National Series at 

Cathkin Braes. 

5. Communications. 

 

6. Rider Numbers. 

Despite increasing competition from the huge number and variety of 

mountain bike events now on the 

calendar, SXC has managed to keep adult 

entries static. A slight drop in average 

male entries from 119 in 2014 to 115 this 

year was balanced by a 24% increase in 

female entries from 18 to 23 average, due 

in part to the Women’s coaching 

sessions held throughout the season. 

We really feel we have a quality, 

professionally run Series and should 

find ways of increasing rider numbers 

for the coming season. 
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The big ray of sunshine is the Under 

12’s Series. Numbers have increased 

steadily over the last four years with a 

34% increase over last year to an 

average of 66 young riders per event. 

Well organised, challenging but fun 

events with great spot prizes must be 

the main contributors. 

7. Finance. 

SXC continue to take a cautious approach to finance. The vagaries of location, 

weather, competing interests and costs make for fairly uncertain income per 

race coupled with ever increasing fixed costs.  

From an opening balance of £2584 the SXC account now stands at £3911 a 

surplus of £1327 for the season. Whilst this may seem a healthy balance, note 

that 3 races ran at 

a loss (due mainly 

to high First Aid 

costs) and the 

season was 

effectively bailed 

out by the huge 

effort of a small 

team hosting the 

British Round at 

Cathkin. For SXC to 

continue to 

replace equipment 

on a rolling basis, 

we really need to 

see a surplus of 

around £1000 

every year. So, 

having already cut 

Balance Sheet 
    

Opening balance at 1/1/15 Bank   384.43 

   

   

Cash   2200.00 

 
        Total   2584.43 

 

    Income   Expenditure   Balance 

Venue 

Bal 

Series   8275.00   13119.73   

-

4844.73   

Cathkin   4995.00   2791.39   2203.61 1511.51 

Dalbeattie   3286.00   2553.91   732.09 39.99 

BCCathkin   7588.25   5379.99   2208.26 1516.16 

Laggan   3148.00   3174.87   -26.87 -718.97 

Lochore   3118.00   2082.49   1035.51 343.41 

Badaguish   2961.00   3181.15   -220.15 -912.25 

Forfar   2524.00   2267.70   256.30 -435.80 

              

 
Total   35895.25   34551.23   3928.45 

 Actual 

balance           3911.36 

 
Difference         -17.09 
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back on individual race prizes, we need to look at how we can run more races 

at surplus – either by increasing entries, attracting more sponsorship or 

cutting costs. 

 

 

8. 2016 Calendar 

SXC are already looking forward to 

another successful season in 2016 

with a full calendar of six races. In 

addition to these, we are proud to 

be hosting the British 

Championships in July. All dates and venues have been confirmed as: 

 

Round 1   March 27
th

  Laggan 

Round 2  May 1
st

  Dunoon 

Round 3  May 22
nd

  Cathkin Braes 

Round 4  July 3
rd

  Dalbeattie 

British Champs July 17
th

  Cathkin Braes 

Round 5  August 21
st

  Fife 

Round 6  September 18
th

 Forfar 

 

9. 2016 Aims and objectives 

No doubt 2016 will be a challenging year. To continue as Scotland’s 

premier XC event, SXC need to recognise the increasing attraction of ever 

increasing competition from Cyclocross, Enduro, marathon and more. 

 

Aims for next season: 

• Increase entries – imagine if every rider took just one friend to one 

round. 

• Keep promoting women’s participation. 

• Increase sponsorship both local and nationally, appoint a marketing 

guru. 

• Appoint a web master and invest in a new website. 
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• Increase SXC awareness with more race reports and publicity. 

• Continue to encourage and develop young riders. 

• Continue to control budgets. 

 

 

 

 

 


